
Customer
Application

fter 18 months of planning,
Natural Gas Pipeline Company of
America conducted a stress test on its
client/server system and determined that
performance levels were not being met.
Severe I/O bottlenecks were occurring
within tempdb and two primary tables 
of their Sybase database. Thorough inves-
tigation into possible solutions for
improving their database performance
concluded with the installation of a DES
Database Excellerator™ for storing 
tempdb and two key tables.

Natural Gas Pipeline Company 
of America, headquartered in Lombard,
Illinois, owns and operates approximately
13,000 miles of interstate pipelines that
extend from the Gulf Coast and
Southwest gas producing regions to 
markets in the UpperMidwest. Natural,
an operating unit of MidCon Corporation
companies, provides a complete range 
of natural gas transmission, storage and
marketing services to gas marketers and
large-volume gas users, including utility
companies, power plants and industrial 
complexes.

Database Excellerators 
Triple Performance
“In our extensive stress test prior to
deployment of our client/server system,
we knew that the performance we needed

was just not there,” said David J. Ply,
Natural’s Manager of Technology
Development and Database Support. “At
one point, we had more than 150 people
throughout our organization as well as
some of our sister companies stressing
the system. It was clear that we weren’t
even close to meeting our performance
objectives.

“We made several attempts to gain
acceptable performance levels,” Ply said.
“We added additional processors, we
brought in a Sybase consultant for a
period of time, and we worked exten-
sively at tuning the application. But,
we had an I/O bottleneck that was
severely affecting performance. More
specifically, Sybase tempdb and two 
primary Sybase tables totaling nearly
one Gigabyte of crucial customer trans-

action data were causing most of the
problems.”

Natural started investigating poten-
tial solutions for its I/O contention and
identified Database Excellerators™

from Database Excelleration Systems
(DES) as a solution. “We did some due
diligence and found that DES had con-
siderable experience solving similar
problems for other Hewlett-Packard
installations running Sybase. Their 
positive working relationship with H-P
was also an important factor.”

Natural installed the DES Database
Excellerator, loaded tempdb and the two
large Sybase tables onto it, and accord-
ing to Ply, the performance gains were
immediate and substantial. “We saw a
three-fold performance improvement
with respect to the customer information
system. Our batch jobs ran much faster
as well,” said Ply. “Adding the DES
Database Excellerator gave us the per-
formance boost we needed. Without the
DES system, we could not have
deployed this application. We would
have been unable to fulfill our customer
orders, and thus, unable to meet our
business objectives.”
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Improved Client/Server
System Performance
Natural’s improved client/server system,
based on a five-processor Hewlett-
Packard 9000 T500 hardware running
Sybase 10.2.3, was developed to meet
growing customer needs for sophisticat-
ed electronic transactions and communi-
cations. The new system enables some
325 shippers to contract for service,
order gas deliveries by pipeline and stor-
age, monitor the flows, and modify their
daily delivery patterns. Recent federal
regulations resulted in gas sales being
unbundled from transportation and stor-
age services, which increased customer
options, thus making a competitive
industry even more so.

“This system was crucial to the suc-
cess of the company,” said Ply. “It would
provide our customers with a powerful
and interactive customer service and
support system that would allow them to
make more timely, and thus better busi-
ness decisions. 

The Sybase database, Ply explained,
consists of customer contractual data
that is accessible by both customers and
internal staff. The database references
the various points on the system where
customers can receive and/or deliver gas.
“We have literally thousands of points
up and down our pipeline–points repre-
senting connections to other pipes,
another utility company, or another entry
or exit point on our pipeline.

“This is where the workload
becomes extremely heavy because it
becomes sort of a parts explosion. One
transaction could wind up becoming
100,000 in order to separate all of the
components and aspects of that 
particular transaction. At the database
level, each transaction is an insert,
an update, or a delete. At the business
level, a transaction might consist of a
100,000 updates.”

Natural’s cutoff for receiving cus-
tomers transactions is 11:00 a.m. All of
its gas must be scheduled and ready to
roll by noon. During that one-hour win-
dow, Natural processes up to 1,300 cus-
tomer orders, verifies the orders against
the customer’s contract, compares the
ordered amount against available quanti-
ties that can be processed through the
pipeline, as well as schedules and plans
the delivery.

“All of the required information 
is then dumped into a work-in-process
queue so that our customer can verify
their order,” Ply said. “As you might
imagine, we have this huge crunch 
during that time frame with all of the
orders that are coming in. The DES 
system helps us handle the load.”

“Using tempdb as a working storage
memory area turned out to be a major,
major bottleneck,” Ply said. “We decid-
ed to rethink our code, and use tempdb
where it makes sense.

“In addition, the size of the 
databases got to be extremely large,
and as the user population continued 
to grow, performance became a major
issue,” Ply said. “We were bumping 
into all the problems that very large
databases cause,” said Ply, noting that
re-indexing, loading, and backing up 
are key offenders. “The DES system 

has dramatically improved our perfor-
mance in these areas.

“For example,” Ply continued, “it
takes six and one-half hours to load our
database onto our test machine that does
not utilize the DES system. Whereas on
the production system with the DES sys-
tem it now takes two hours. In addition,
by moving those two huge customer
tables and some other highly accessed
tables onto a 1.2 Gigabyte DES system,
the performance improvement was at
least three-fold.”

These numbers are even more
impressive when you realize the system
supports up to 1,500 users, with more
than 200 concurrent on the system issu-
ing requests. In 1995, more than 30 mil-
lion electronic transactions flowed
through the system.

New Competitive
Advantage
“As our customers learn the system,
they’re realizing that we’ve given them
the ability to wait until the last minute to
place or adjust orders based upon cur-
rent market conditions,” Ply continued,
“The gas market is very competitive, so
a time advantage can be very crucial.”

Data availability is crucial in a cus-
tomer-driven application such as this.
“The DES system has been very reli-
able,” Ply said. “We have not had any
problems, concerns, issues, outages or
anything. In addition, the DES support
staff has been excellent. They clearly
understand the issues relating to deliver-
ing performance to RDBMS client/serv-
er applications.”

“We had a very rapid development
time frame to get the new system in and
working, and we met our delivery date.
With the new system, we are now able
to get business done, and provide a
unique level of customer service that
will gain us a competitive advantage,
and DES has played a significant role 

“Without the DES system,
we could not have deployed
this application. We would
have been unable to fulfill
our customer orders, and
thus, unable to meet our
business objectives.”

– David J. Ply,
Manager of Technology

Development and
Database Support
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